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'editorial: new zealand environmental histories' - 9, no. 4, new zealand special issue (nov., 2003): 375–8.
this special issue of environment and history is given over to current research in new zealand environmental
histories. issn: 1175 4222 ennz: environment and nature in new zealand - edition of environmental
histories of new zealand, published a decade ago by oxford university press, melbourne, a third of the chapters
in making a new land are altogether new, and the rest (except in two cases in which the authors have died)
have been ... ennz: environment and nature in new zealand ... a new land enviromental histories of new
zealand ... - a new edition of the new zealand environmental history classic, environmental histories of new
zealand, is out this month. entitled making a new land , it has six new chapters with the existing ennz:
environment and nature in new zealand - ennz: environment and nature in new zealand . volume 6,
number 1, june 2011 . ii ... environmental histories of new zealand, auckland, 2002, p. ... to, their environment
are highly complex constructions. while the suburb has been somewhat neglected as a site for new zealand
environmental history, a wealth of primary sources exist at both ... environmental politics in new zealand
- otago - nicola wheen, ‘an updated history of new zealand environmental law’ in eric pawson and tom
brooking (eds) making a new land: environmental histories of new zealand, otago university press, dunedin,
2013, pp. 277–292 question: how effectively have the principles of environmental conservation and protection
been background and history of development of the conservation ... - conservation estate in new
zealand a report for parliamentary commissioner for the environment guy salmon ecologic foundation revised
20 may 2013 executive summary ... environmental histories in new zealand , oxford university press,
especially chapter 8. maori oral histories and the impact of tsunamis¯ in ... - maori oral histories and the
impact of tsunamis¯ in aotearoa-new zealand darren n. king1,2, wendy s. shaw2, peter n. meihana3, and
james r. goff3,2 1m¯aori environmental research centre – te k uwaha o taihoro nukurangi,¯ national institute of
water and atmospheric research ltd (niwa), new zealand ), oxford university press ... - the new zealand
wars - cite this article as;\rkeenan, danny, "bound to the land, maori retention and assertion of land and
identity" in environmental histories of new zealand, pawson, e and brooking t \(eds\), oxford university press,
victoria australia, 2002. environmental disturbance triggering infestations of gorse ... - in
environmental histories of new zealand, ed. eric pawson and tom brooking (melbourne: oxford university
press, 2002), 69–83 & 302–304. ... environmental disturbance triggering infestations of gorse, rabbits, and
thistles in southern new zealand. environmental performance reviews new zealand 2017 - the third epr
of new zealand new zealand joined the oecd in 1973. the previous environmental performance reviews of new
zealand were published in 1996 and 2007. the report reviews the country’s environmental performance since
2007. the process involved a constructive and mutually beneficial policy dialogue between new zealand and
‘rethinking national identity in new zealand’s history’ - since the 1980s onwards, there have been
seismic shifts in new zealand historiography: the rise of social history, gender history, cultural history,
indigenous histories and environmental history, among others, has linked new zealand experiences with the
rest of the world. making a new land - researchgate - a new land environmental histories of new zealand
new edition edited by eric pawson and ... new zealand was the last major land area in the world to be
colonised by people and, new zealand fire service research report - environmental assessment of existing
fire-fighting foams in use by new zealand fire service institute of environmental science and research limited
page vi highest probability being used operationally and also represent the greatest legacy risk in the
adjudicating sustainability: new zealand's environmental court - bret c. birdsong,adjudicating
sustainability: new zealand's environmental court, 29ecology l. q.1 (2002). adjudicating sustainability: new
zealand's environment court competition for land use in new zealand - royalsociety - environmental
histories of new zealand. oxford university press, auckland; brooking, t. pawson, e. (eds) 2010 seeds of empire:
the environmental transformation of new zealand. i.b. taurus, london . 2 effects 2. economic growth after wwii
came from bringing more rural land into production, and in
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